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I. Why Build a Base? 

 Improve Cardiovascular Fitness – strengthen heart and lungs 

 Increase in number, size, and distribution of mitochondria (site of aerobic metabolism) 

 Increase ability to take in and utilize oxygen (VO2 max and Running Economy) 

 Increase in capillaries, means better oxygen flow to muscles 

 Injury prevention – a kid who starts workouts with no base will have a high chance for injury. 

 Mental preparation, developing a routine and a schedule 

 

II. Consider your Annual/Season Plan  

See Annual Plan Handout.  Work backwards from your championship and count out the number 

of weeks you have to prepare.  8-10 week base for cross country, possibly 6-8 weeks for 800m-

3200m runners for track.   

 

III.  Three Fundamental Concepts 

A.  Mileage: Focus on three metrics: 
1. Increasing the long run by about one mile/7-10 min every 1-2 weeks 
2. Adding 1-2 more runs per week over 2-3 months 

       3.   Adding 1-3 miles to weekday runs every 1-3 weeks 
 

B. Neuromuscular Fitness:  Build leg speed 
1. Run strides 2-3x per week, 6 x 50m up to 8-10 x 100m  
2. Run hill sprints 1-2x per week 
3. Run fartlek workout every 1-2 weeks 
4. Lift weights (see below) 2-3 days per week 

 
C. Musculoskeletal Strength and Adaptation – muscles, tendons, ligaments 

1.   Body Weight Circuits 
2.   Resistance Bands 
3.   Medicine Balls 
4.   Weight room if available and safe 
 

IV. Coaching points, scenarios, things to look for, adjustments to make 
 
The fourth week rule: (for less experienced runners) During the 4th and 8th, weeks of a 10 week 
base building program, run 10-15% fewer miles than the three weeks preceding.  For example: 
35,40, 45, 35, 45, 50, 55, 45, 50.  

  

 Joe Runner – 4 year progression, 8 week build from 1 month off       

 

 



  Joe Runner   

Profile 
High School Cross Country/Track Athlete, 17:00 5k cc, 4:35 

1600m, 10:00 3200m 

Year in School Fr So Jr Sr assuming no injuries 

 Chrono Age 14 15 16 17 avg growth and maturity 

Training Age 1 2 3 4 No running prior to high school 

  

Mileage 
30-
40 

35-
45 

40-
50 

45-
55 This could vary by +/- 10 miles 

Long run (20%) 6-8 7-9 8-10 9-11 Typically 20% of weekly mileage 

Days /wk 5 5 6 6 Number of days per week of running 

2x/day 0 2 2 3 Days per week to double 

Sessions/ wk 5 7 8 9 Number of runs per week 

Quality days/ 
wk 2 2 3 3 Number of actual stress workouts 

 

8 week build up after 1 month off from running, no injuries** Jr year 

  Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Total 

2-Jan 0 4 6 3 6 5 6 30 

9-Jan 0 4 6 3 6 6 7 33 

16-Jan 0 4 6 4 6 6 7 33 

23-Jan 3 5 6 4 6 6 7 36.5 

30-Jan 3 5 6.5 5 6 6.5 8 40 

6-Feb 4 5 6.5 5 6 6 8 40 

13-Feb 4 6 7 6 7 6 9 45 

20-Feb 5 6 8 6 7 6 10 48 
 

Adjustment 1: Injuries 

After an injury, I will have an athlete run every other day, and cross train on the non run days.  Then 

after 10 days, we move to two days in a row for 10 days, then we go to three days in a row.  The goal is 

to get as far away from the injury/sickness as possible without seeing a resurgence of the injury.  Once 

I feel comfortable with their progress, then we return to full training.  It can take someone as much 

time to come back from an injury as the they had time off.   

 



Adjustment 2. After down time 

This athlete may need fewer ‘pounding’ miles and more cross training miles to build up.  If you would 

like to see them run 40 miles per week, but they are now quite ready for that, an option might be to 

have them run 30 miles per week with 10 miles of cross training.  Water running, swimming, cycling, 

rowing, etc.  

Adjustment 3. Coming in from participation in other sports 

When athletes come into your program from another sport, i.e. swimming, basketball, soccer, there 

may be a transition period for them to mentally and physically get into a rhythm for distance running.   

Incorporating strength training into the weekly running schedule:  During the base training phase, it is 

very important to develop a routine with running, but also with strength training.  The first 4-6 weeks 

might be 2 x per week to get the athlete used to lifting again.   

 

 


